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. Conclusion
Fort McPherson
Aerial view of the Historic District, 1984
LAND AREA
500 acres +/-

Existing Gates to remain
Security Equipment in progress

New Historic Gate
Figure 14. Main Gate, 1918 - Red Cross Convalescent Building (Bldg. 46) in Background
Location of old Main Gate seen from inside (September 2003)
Inactive Gate located in the North Side of the installation. Circa 1988 Aerial Photograph
Entrance seen from the street
Inactive Gate located in the North Side of the installation. Circa 1992 Photograph
Beneficial Applications of the New Gate

. Better access for Residents living in the Staff Row

. Convenient Entrance for visiting The Historic District

. Easier Exit and Access for Employees working on the North Side of the Post.
Example of Gatehouse suitable for Historic district.

Example of Retracting Bollards
THE HISTORIC DISTRICT FROM 1885 TO 1910

Inventory: 40 Buildings listed on the National Register

Major Buildings:
Staff Row: 20 Quarters
Troop Row: 5 Buildings
Old Headquarters Chapel
Old Bachelor officers Building
Ex Hospital

Joshua West Jacobs
Officer-in-Charge of the Construction of Fort McPherson
Shown as a Major, U.S. Volunteers, in 1898
QUARTERS # 1
Figure 73. Quarters 10 on Staff Row, 1984
QUARTERS # 14
Influences from Georgian and Adam's Types
Palladian and Italianate Components
Stairway after stripping
Stairway stained and finished with two coats of Polyurethane
Figure 78. Troop Row Barracks (Bldg. 56), 1984
CONCLUSION

.Could such Entrances be part of our Historic Patrimony?

. If these Security Gates are parts of our Historic Patrimony, which criteria will justify their Eligibility?

. Are these Antiterrorism Constructions comparable to the Cold War Era?
Cold War Military Shelter

Cold War Bus and Subway Posters
UTAH BEACH 1944

20,000 men stormed this shore and took the beach. 57 years later Bill Kelly walks with his grandson Jake, who listens as Grandpa’s war takes him from this beach across the Rhine to Victory.
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